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Fix a positive integer m. Let F,,, denote the Fermat curve of degree m 
over Q given by the projective equation 
xm+ Y”+Z”=O. 
We denote its Jacobian by J,, and we fix a primitive m th root [ of unity. 
Let K = Q(5). 
The following automorphisms of F,,, generate Aut(F,): 
A: (X y, Z) -+ (CX y, -a B: (X K Z) -+ (X i Y, Z), 
p: (X K Z) -+ (Z, x Y), Q: (X, Y, Z) + ( Y, X, Z). 
The homomorphism 
Aut(F,) -+ Aut,(J,) 
induces a map 
a: Q[Aut(F,)] + EndO( 
where End”( J,) denotes End( J,) 0 Q. 
In [2], it was found that when m is relatively prime to 6, Cp is surjective 
and End(J,) contains the image of Z[Aut(Fm)] as a proper subring. In 
this paper, we show that when m = 4, End(J,) is precisely the image of the 
group ring Z[Aut(F,)]. A consequence of this result is that J4 is not 
isomorphic to any product of elliptic curves over the complex number field 
C. In contrast, J5 is isomorphic to a product of abelian surfaces [3]. 
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1. ELLIPTIC CURVE QUOTIENTS 
Let E, , E,, and E, be the elliptic curves defined over Q given by 
E, :y4=x(l -x), 
E, :y4=x2(1-x), 
E, :y4=x(l -x)*. 
A Weierstrass equation for E, over Q is y* = x3 +x. They are cyclic 
quotients of F4, 
E, = F4/<AB3 >, E, = f’,I<AB* >, 6 = WU’W, 
and the product of the projection maps J4 --f E, (I = 1, 2, 3), is an isogeny 
over Q: 
3 
cp:J,-+ n E,. 
I= I 
We identify (E, x E, x E3) with E3, (E = E,), via the isomorphism 
1xP2xP:E,xE2xE3+E3. 
We denote the subgroup of Aut(F4) generated by A, B and P by G. Then 
@: Q[G] + End”(J4) 
is surjective if and only if 
Q[G] +End”(E3)=M3(K) 
is surjective. Let us fix the convention that a E End(E3) is represented by 
the matrix U(a) E M,(K) if on points, 
With our co-ordinate system, A, B, P, and P* are mapped onto the 
following matrices, respectively: 
481/151/2-5 
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(; ; kj, (9 fi ;). 
Hence A* + B2 and A2(B2 + 1) are mapped onto the following matrices, 
respectively: 
So it follows that 
QCGI -+ M,(K) 
is surjective. 
Let us determine the kernel of 
Q [ G] + EndO( 
Clearly, if we let Z,(x) = 1 + x + x2 + x3, 
Zo(A)=Zo(B)=Zo(AB) 
is the zero endomorphism on J4. 
Let 
X 
x=- 
Z 
and y2 
Z’ 
Then a basis for the complex vector space ZZ”(F4, Sz’) is 
W r,s = X ‘-r~‘-r$ O<r sand r+sc3 
Y ’ 1. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let tl E Z[A, B] be such that a*w,,, =0 for all 
w,,, E H”(F4, ~2’). Then a ~9. the ideal of Q[A, B] generated by Z,(A), 
Z,(B), and Z,(AB). 
ProoJ Let a =f (A, B), where f (x, y) E Z[x, y]. Since (AiBj)* w,,, = 
i ri + sjw ,,A-? it follows that f(c’, [‘)=O for all (r, s)EZ’ with O<r, s and 
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r + s < 3. Since c + [- ’ induces an automorphism in Gal( K/Q), f( [‘, i”) = 0 
for all r and s. By Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, f is in the ideal of Q[x, y] 
generated by Z,(x), Z,(y), and Z,(xy). Q.E.D. 
2. ENDOMORPHISMS 
Let H, (F4) denote the singular homology group H, (F4(C), Z). Then 
H, (F4) is a cyclic Z[A, B]-module with a generator g such that P(g) =g 
in homology [2]. We will use the following characterization of End(J,) to 
find it: 
Thus, if 
End(.Z,) = (a E EndO 1 cr(H, (F4)) E H, (F,)}. 
cc=X+ YP+ZP2~Q[G], 
with X, Y, ZE Q[A, B], gives rise to an endomorphism of .Z4, then for all 
r, sEZ, 
XA’B”+ YA-“zr”+ZA’-“B-‘EZ[A, B] +Y. 
The converse is also true. 
Since X+ Y+ZEZ[A, B] +9, (2.1) may be rewritten as 
Y(A’+SB*S-‘- 1) + Z(A*‘-SB’+S- 1) E Z[A, B] + 9. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I, (x) = x + 2x2 + 3x3. Then 
(1-x)Z,(x)= -4x4+xZo(x). 
Proof The proof is easy. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. (l-A)Z,(A)=-4+Z,(A) and (l-B)Z,(B)= 
-4 + Z,(B). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R = Z[A, B]/Y’, where 9’ = Z[A, B] n 9. Then 
4=(A-l)Z,(A)=(B-l)Z,(B) in R. 
LEMMA 2.4. 9’ is generated by Z,(A) and 
A= c B’A --s. 
O<r,s,r+s~2 
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Proof: We note that 
(l-A3)d=Z,(B)-Alo in Z[A,B]. 
Let S be Q[A]/(Z,(A)). Then 
ma E uo (A 1, Al (-fw) XBI and (Z,(A), A) QC4 Bl~cz~ 
The inclusion 
induces a surjection 
Z[A, B]/(Z,(A), A) + Z[A, B-J/F = R. 
By definition of A, 
c ZA’B”+ R 
O<rC2,O<s~l 
is a surjective mapping between free Z-modules of rank 6. This is because 
X is the kernel of the surjective mapping Q[A, B] + H, (J’J 0 Q and R is 
a Z-lattice in R @ Q = Q [ A, B]/9. The lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. (1 - A)( 1 - B) divides 4 in R. 
Proof. Under the homomorphism 
Z[A, B] + Z[B], A + 1, B--+ B, 
Z,(A) and A are mapped onto 4 and -c,?=o (j + 1) Bj, respectively. Let 
f(x)= -C,‘=, (j+ 1)x’. Then 
R/(1 -A) R = WZKBIIU-WI 
and I, (B) = - Bf( B) = 0 in R/( 1 - A) R. Therefore Corollary 2.5 follows 
from Corollary 2.3. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let Z= 0 or Z[A, B] + 9. Suppose that 
XA’B”+ YA-“B’-“+ZA”-‘B-‘EZ 
for all (r, s) E Z2. Then 
(2.3) 
with similar statements for Y and Z. 
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Proof. Since X + Y + Z E Z, 
Y(A’+w-‘- l)+Z(A*‘-SF+“- 1)EZ (2.4) 
for all (r, s) E Z*. By setting (r, s) = (1, - 1 ), (2, - l), ( - 1, 2), (1, 1) in 
(2.4), we obtain, respectively: 
Y(AB-A)+Z(l-A)EZ, v-5 1 
Y(A- l)+Z(AB- l)EZ, (2.6) 
Y(AB- l)+Z(B- l)EZ, (2.7) 
Y(kB- l)+Z(MP- 1)EZ. (2.8) 
From (2.5) and (2.6), Y(AB- 1) +Z(AB-A)EZ. Together with (2.7), 
(A-l)(B-1)ZEZ follows. From (2.6) and (2.8), Y(A*B-A) + 
Z(AB* - AB) E Z or equivalently, Y(AB - 1) + Z(B* - B) E I. Combining 
this with (2.7), it follows that (B- l)* ZE I. The rest of the proof is 
omitted. Q.E.D. 
By Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, 
4x, 4Y, 4ZEZ[A, B] +9. 
Choose 2, y, 2 in Z[A, B] such that 
8~ 4X (mod y), P=4Y(mod3), 2 - 42 (mod 3). 
By Lemma 2.6, denoting (1 - A)( 1 - B)( 1 - AB) by 8, we have (A - l)* O$ 
(A - 1 )(B - 1) 02, and (B - 1 )* 08 are each congruent to zero modulo 
4ZC.4, B]. Similar congruences hold when w is replaced by y and 2. 
Let 
eB= 1 ur,,A’B” E Z[A, B]. 
O<r,sC3 
Define 
ax=ao,, -ao,o, bx= al,, - a,,,, and cx=ao,o. 
By double induction, the above congruences modulo 4Z[A, B] imply that 
U r,s = ax .s+b,.r+c,(mod4) 
for all r, s. Hence 
Of= u,Z,(A) Z,(B) + b,Z, (A) Z,(B) + c,Z,(A) Z,(B) (mod 4Z[A, B]). 
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Thus we have reduced the produced of determining End(J,) to the 
following: Find all XE Z[A, B] for which there are integers a,, b,, and cx 
such that 
OX= a,&,(A) Z,(B) + b,Z, (A) Z,,(B) 
+ c,Z,,(A) Z,(B) (mod 4Z[A, B]). 
We carry this out in the following section. 
(2.9) 
3. A CALCULATION 
We recall that 3’ is the ideal of Z[A, B] generated by Z,,(A) and A. In 
R = Z[A, B]/Y, we have the following relations: 
A3=-(1+A+A2), B*=A+(A+A*)B. 
Thus R is a free Z-module of rank 6 (as R is a lattice in H, (F,)@ Q) 
spanned by { 1, A, A*, B, AB, A’B}. In other words, R is a Z-module with 
{ 1, A, A*, B, AB, A*B} as a basis. Suppose (2.9) holds. We may assume 
that X has the form 
a+bA+cA*+dB+eAB+fA*B, 
where a, b, c, d, e, fare integers. Then 8X is 
a+(b-a)A+(c-b)A2-cA3 
+(c+d-a)B+(e-b-d)AB 
+ (a +f- c - e) A*B + (b-f) A3B 
+(f-c-d)B*+(a-e)AB*+(b+d-a-f)A*B’ 
+ (c + e -d) A3B2 -fB3 + dAB3 
+(e-d)A2B3+(f-e)A3B3. 
Comparing constant coefficients and coefficients of A, A*, and A3, we find 
that 
a = cx (mod 4), b E a, + 2c, (mod 4), 
c s a, + 26, + 3c, (mod 4), c E b, - cx (mod 4). 
(3.1) 
In particular, 
a,+b,=O(mod4). (3.2) 
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Looking at the coefficients of B, B* and B3, we find that 
d s 20, + 2c, (mod 4), f= -a,+2c,(mod4), fra,-c,(mod4). 
(3.3) 
Equating the two congruences involving f in (3.3), 
2a, - cx (mod 4), d= 2u, (mod 4), f = 3~2, (mod 4). (3.4) 
Turning our attention to the coefficients of AB and AB’, we find that 
e = a, (mod 4), e E -a, (mod 4). (3.5) 
Hence, a, = 0 (mod 2). Looking at the coefficients of A2B, we get that 
2a, - b, (mod 4). (3.6) 
Hence b, is a multiple of 4. It follows that each of a, b, c, d, e, f is a multi- 
ple of 4. We conclude that XE Z [A, B] + 9’. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We maintain the notations of Sections 1 and 2. Thus, by the calculations 
in Section 3, if c1 = X + YP + ZP2 E Q[G], where X, Y, Z E Q[A, B], 
induces an endomorphism of J4, then 
X, Y, ZE Z[A, B] + 9. 
This proves 
THEOREM A. End(J,) is the image of the subring Z[G] of Q[G] under 
the map Q[G] + Endo( 
The matrix representation for A’B” is 
(ig’ f+J ,.a,.). 
which is congruent modulo rr* (where n = c - 1) to 
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From Section 1, M3(20k) = M3(rc2QJ is contained in End(J,). Hence 
the index of the space of diagonal matrices whose entries are in 20k over 
Im(Z[A, B]) is 8. By Theorem A, 
End(J,) = @ Im(Z[A, B] P’). 
/=o 
So End(J,) has index 83 over M3(2COK), and End(J,) is a sum of the 
following Z-submodules: 
We will now prove 
z ( 0 0 1 1 0 0 ) 0 1 0 1 
i 
0 0 7c 
z 
0 0 0 , 
0 7c 0 1 
i 
0 0 71 
z 
710 0 
1 
) 
0 0 0 
i 0 1 0 z 0 0 1 ) 1 0 0 1 
i 
0 ?I 0 
z 
0 0 0 
1 
) 
7K 0 0 
z i 
0 710 
0 0 lr 
0 0 0 1 
. 
THEOREM B. J4 is not isomorphic to any product of elliptic curves. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that J4 is isomorphic to a product 
E, x E, x E, of elliptic curves. Then there exist non-zero endomorphisms 
WI 9 W,, and W, of J4 such that E,% Wj(J,) (j= 1,2,3). Thus 
W, + W, + W, is the identity, Wf = W, for I= 1,2,3, and W, W, = 0 for 
k # 1. 
A typical endomorphism of J4 has matrix representation modulo 1z 
a c b 
i i 
b a c , 
c b a 
where a, b, c E (0, 1 }. Thus there are eight possibilities : (a, 6, c) = (1, 0, 0), 
(LO, 11, (1, 1, O), (1, 1, l), (O,O, 01, (O,O, 11, (0, LO), (0, 1, 1). Of these, a 
quick inspection reveals that (a, b, c) = (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, l), (0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1) 
are the only idempotents among the eight in the space M,(F,) of 3 x 3- 
matrices over the finite field F, of two elements. However, any matrix in 
M3(Z[c]) congruent to (a, b, c)= (1, 0,O) or (a, b, c)= (0, 1, 1) modulo 7~ 
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has rank at least 2 over K = Q(c). If the matrix representation in 
M3 (Z[[] ) of an endomorphism of J4 has rank 2 2, then its image in J4 is 
either an abelian surface or a three-fold. That leaves us with only 
(a, b, c) = (0, 0,O) and (a, 6, c)= (1, 1, 1). However, the sum of any three 
matrices congruent to one of the above two matrices modulo rr is not 
the identity matrix in M,(F,). This contradiction completes the proof 
of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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